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A RECAP  
   

 
fter the intensity of the back-to-back 
official visits from Bologna in August and 

September, association activity slowed down a 
bit. Here’s a recap of what’s been happening. 
 

n October, the Italian music group Fiamma 
Fumana managed to entice even the most 

resistant of listeners at the Fez Ballroom in 
downtown Portland to get up and move. First 
to the dance floor were Lucia Galizia and 
Angela Zagarella. A rollicking performance 
that incorporated traditional Emilian music 
and instruments with newer arrangements and 
technology, Fiamma Fumana gave a fun and 
unique performance. We hope to get the group 
back again, on their next West Coast tour.  
 

assimo Antinucci and Remo Rocca from 
LaVitaBella, our partner association in 

Bologna, have been busy speading the Portland 
word and thinking of exchange opportunities, 
building on the relationships they forged when 
in Portland this summer. In October they 
arranged a meeting between Ducati 
representatives from Bologna headquarters 
with Portland Ducati Pacifica visitors, 
including president Don Schloth.  There was 
no specific agenda beyond beginning a dialog 
between the two and exploring potential 
opportunities to work together.  Later in 
October Massimo and Remo attended a 
specialty foods convention in Paris where they 
met again with local specialty food importer 
Joe Guth (founder of Provvista) and with 
representatives from Alcisa Salumi, in further 
their work with importing local Bologna food 
products to Portland.  
 

assimo also reports that Bologna’s mayor, 
Sergio Cofferati, when addressing the 

student body at the Johns Hopkins School of 
Advanced  International Studies (located in 
Bologna) at their “Back to School” symposium, 
commented, “the rapport with the United  
 

 
States is of primary importance to Bologna, and  
a special thanks to Portland, where our 
relationship is truly one of friendship between 
communities of citizens." It's reported that 
Cofferati was also sporting the Portland Rose 
on his lapel. 
 

ack in Portland, the Board of Directors met 
Dec. 8 for a half day workshop on strategic 

planning. Board member Cathey Briggs, who 
often is called on to facilitate in her 
professional life, volunteered to steer the board 
through a process of establishing our vision 
and our mission. From this emerged a revised 
mission, as suggested by PBSCA Vice President 
Frank Piacentini: To promote, foster, and 
enhance cultural and educational exchanges 
between the cities or Portland, Oregon, USA, 
and Bologna, Italy, in order to benefit the 
citizens of both cities and countries.  The most 
significant outcome of the day’s work was the 
establishment of 4 committees to help 
implement goals and priorities. These 
committees are headed by board members but 
we encourage our members to sign on to 
participate in whichever one fits best with your 
own interests. Please look at page 5 for more 
on the committees and how to join. 

n Jan. 29, PSU’s Department of Music 
presented “Duo Alterno,” a concert 

featuring vocalist Tiziana Scandaletti and 
Composer and pianist Riccardo Piacentini (no 
known relation to Frank!). The music was an 
eclectic blend of tradition and modern works, 
some original works by Riccardo and some 
drawn from Italian vocal repertoire from the 
last 60 years.  Of significant note (no pun 
intended) is the fact that this event is the result 
of Music Chair Bryan Johanson’s participation 
as a juror in last year’s Bologna Composition 
Competition. Riccardo was a fellow jurist, and 
this concert is a result of that initial cultural 
exchange.  
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MARK YOUR CALENDARS 
April. Registration for Spring Term at the 
Scuola Italiana. Children are welcome to join at 
the start of each new term; if you are interested 
for spring, you’ll find all the pertinent infor-
mation on their website, www.scuola.us or 
email info@scuola.us. 
 
Thursday, May 17 is the PBSCA Annual Open 
Board Meeting and Board Elections. This 
meeting will be followed by a dinner for 
members and friends (members will have a 
discounted price). Please mark your calendars 
for this fun and important evening and stay 
tuned for more details.  
 
May 29-June 2. Official Visit to Bologna. Mayor 
Potter has accepted a formal invitation from 
Bologna Mayor Sergio Cofferati to visit 
Bologna. Among activities being proposed is a 
series of economic development seminars 
organized by Jim Thayer, Senior Economic 
Development Manager with the Portland 
Development Commission with chambers of 
commerce throughout the region of Emilia-
Romagna to discuss opportunities for 
economic exchange. We have also proposed a 
symposium between mayors to exchange ideas 
on a city level in areas of sustainability, urban  
 

 
design and planning, and development as 
“global hubs” of knowledge and information. 
Local educators expect to meet with 
counterparts at the University of Bologna, the 
Conservatory of Music, and the Academy of 
Art as well as the city’s liaison for student 
exchange programs to promote educational 
and cultural exchange. Judge Edward Jones is 
organizing a group of judges and lawyers to be 
in Bologna during this period to meet with 
their counterparts for professional exchange. 
It’s an ambitious plan and clearly we will not 
be able to do as much as we’d like, but we are 
hopeful that much will be accomplished, the 
most important of which is forging new and  
building old relationships, person to person.  If 
you are interested in participating in this 
group, please contact bologna@pdx.edu. 
 
Oct. 4. Feast of San Petronio. Bologna’s Patron 
Saint was the city’s Bishop in the 5th century 
AD. He is often depicted, as the benevolent 
protector, holding the city of Bologna in the 
palm of his hand. Every October 4 the city of 
Bologna celebrates with a grand display of 
fireworks in Piazza Maggiore. In Portland we 
plan to have our own celebration in honor of 
San Petronio—maybe not with fireworks but 
with friends, food, and wine.

 
 

NETTUNO IN PORTLAND? 
 
Wander into the sculpture garden at the Lawrence Gallery in the Pearl and you’ll
come across a significant piece of Bologna history. There, in full-sized glory, is a  
copy of Giambologna’s Nettuno, the original of which graces Bologna’s main square.  
The sculpture, originally cast in 1563, was recast from the original mold in 1930 by  
the Marinelli Foundry in Florence.  To cast your eyes on Nettuno, visit the Lawrence 
Gallery at 903 NW Davis. 
 
BOOK NEWS: 

 
The International Women’s Forum (IWF) of Bologna has reissued its Bologna Inside Guidebook, 
a comprehensive resource for foreigners living in Bologna (or Italy generally as it covers topics 
such as healthcare, purchasing a home, the educational system, etc.). For those simply 
interested in how things work from a true insider’s perspective, this will give you that glimpse. 
The guidebook is available free of charge in Bologna, in their Office of Public Relations (URP) 
office in Piazza Maggiore. Pick one up on your next visit!  
 
Mary Tolaro Noyes’s delightful book, Discovering Bologna, will be available online within the next 
few months. The book includes illustrations, maps, walking tours, and vignettes from Mary’s 
many Bologna stays. For a sneak preview, see www.noyesfamily.com/bologna/index.html. 
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LETTER FROM BOLOGNA 
From Peter Fogtdal  
Peter, a well known Danish author, taught advanced fiction writing and Scandinavian literature at PSU in 2005.  
 
Dear foreign friends (and a few Danes who’ve mastered a little English),

 
I'm in Heaven.  For the first time in three 
years I'm back in Italy, where I can man-
handle Dante's beautiful language, where I 
can mispronounce the wonderful adverbs, 
where I can massacre the mischievous 
pronouns. 
 
Bologna is red.  Everybody in Italy knows 
that.  It's red because of its roof tiles, it's red 
because of its politics, and it's red because of 
its laughter. The Bolognesi are the comedi-
ans of Italy. They are warm, funny, and 
generous - generous because Bologna hasn't 
been destroyed by tourists. The Bolognesi 
don't hate us yet. They're even nice to the 
Germans - not a small task when you think 
how awful Germans dress. 
 
I'm here for a few days getting lost in the 
old gothic city, enjoying a coffee at beautiful 
Piazza Maggiore, watching the joggers 
pulling their hamstrings in the beautiful sun 
set ... enjoying the stray dogs pissing on the 
historical monuments.  Since we're in 
August, Bologna is half deserted but you 
never escape the motorini in Italy.  They 
come at you from every corner with their 
big helmets, making the drivers look like 

travelling egg shells. 
 
Bologna is number five on my list of great Italian cities.  Number one is Venice, even though it's a 
museum.  Number two is Lucca.  Number three is Perugia because I damn well want it to be.  
Number four is Napoli because I love to get mugged in beautiful surroundings, and number five 
is yes, Bologna. So congratulations, Bologna. I'm sure it means a lot to you that an obscure Danish 
writer rates you higher than Florence. 
 
By the way, Bologna ought to be important to Portland.  The two cities are sister cities and it's a 
marriage made in Heaven.  A rainy heaven. Both cities have God-awful climates, but they also 
have gentle populations who are in love with their bikes. You eat better in Bologna, though. 
And history seeps through every way you turn. 
 
Right now I'm in the university district browsing through books I wouldn't dream of buying, 
watching the foreign students with their heads full of passato remoto. But when I want to use a 
computer at an Internet cafe, I run into trouble.  A big sign says:  "According to a new law 
concerning anti-pedofile and terrorist activity, everybody needs to show their passport". 
 
"But my passport is at the hotel", I complain.  The clerk behind the counter shrugs.  Dandruff is 
growing on his shoulder. 
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"I'm not a terrorist. I'm not a pedophile", I beg, looking around the cafe to see whether any one 
is sending photos of 12 year olds to their friends. But everybody seems innocent. A girl is 
emailing her lover in Catania.  An immigrant shouts at his sister in Ghana from a small sweaty 
booth.  I smile and hand the clerk my PSU-ID, claiming it's more valuable than any passport. He 
nods lazily and I drown myself in spam, emails, and volleyball scores from Denmark. 
 
An hour later, I walk out into the red city, down crooked streets, admiring the palazzi, the street 
lamps, and the stray dogs that leave small droppings in artistic patterns. It starts to rain but 
Bologna is full of gothic covered walkways that makes you feel like a monk wearing Bennetton.  
I want to kiss the city, the bolognesi, the street signs that are poetry to me - I'm in Heaven. 
 
And tomorrow my sweetheart will meet me in Venice.  I have visions of gondolas and g-strings, 
of pigeons in San Marco square, of gelato melting at the tip of my tongue while the sun 
disappears in the loveliest of lagunas. 
 
 
OSTERIE OF BOLOGNA 
By Sally Hudson 
 
Italy, as many of you who’ve traveled or lived there know, has a variety of eating 

establishments, from simple options such as a bar with its 
selection of pannini, a tavola calda which is a bar that serves 
hot food, or a rosticceria which has food to take out. For full-
service dining, there are also distinctions, though nowadays 
they are somewhat blurred. Traditionally, a ristorante was 
the most sophisticated option with a wide selection of 
entrée’s and higher prices,, a trattoria was usually a family-
owned business offering regional selections and a moderate 
price, and an osteria (from the Latin hospes meaning owner 
of a taberna or tavern), which was simpler yet, often 
without a menu at all, offering just one or two selections, 
verbally announced.  

 
But an osteria is more than just a place to eat and drink; the traditional osteria has a spirit of 
intimacy. It is a place to savor both food and friends, lingering for hours, where discussion is 
more important than social status. 
 
Bologna has a long tradition with osterie. These have been the eating places of the city’s 
students since Medieval times--a perfect venue for a poor scholar in search of intellectual 
stimulus and a full belly. There are over 200 osterie in Bologna but there is are two that every 
Bolognese would agree capture the heart and soul of the traditional Bologna osteria.  
 
Osteria del Sole, in the medieval market area to the side of Piazza Maggiore (Viccolo Ranocchi 
1), was established in 1486. It’s a bare-bones place, with a roll up garage door opening (that is 
often at half-mast) and some old wooden tables. It’s easy to walk right past, unless you’re a 
native in the know. There is no sign but for the word, “Vino” on an old lamppost over the 
entrance. Osteria del Sole is mostly a drinking place, with the local wine, Pignoletto, the 
preferred libation. It’s one of the few places where you can actually bring in your own food.  
 
The osteria Olindo Faccioli is not far from Osteria del Sole, next to the Torre Azzoguidi in Via 
Altabella 15/b. A newcomer by Osteria del Sole’s standards, the Olindo was established in 1924 
by the Faccioli family. Nothing much has changed since then except that women are now 
allowed—they still offer a selection of local wines and simple fare; including an aperitivo of a 
glass of wine and a hard-boiled egg.  
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REPORT FROM THE BOARD RETREAT 
 
At the recent PBSCA Board Retreat, participants revisited the association’s mission and vision. They 
then identified this year’s priorities in view of these.  
 

 Mission (defines what we do): To promote, foster, and enhance cultural and educational exchanges 
between the cities or Portland, Oregon, USA, and Bologna, Italy, in order to benefit the citizens of both 
cities and countries.  (Drafted by Frank Piacentini) 

 Vision (defines what we want to become): PBSCA is a successful, dynamic Sister City organization that 
builds lasting lifelong relationships for the participants that share the culture of both cities.  The PBSCA 
hosts events and activities that engage a broad and diverse community.  The organization has a diverse 
financial base from memberships, events, corporate and individual giving. 

 Priorities: establish cultural and educational exchange goals, establish funding sources (though a 
significant event, membership drive), create a way for broader association involvement 
(committees, volunteer coordination) 

 Committees: The following committees were formally established at the Board Retreat in 
December. We are committed to these committees as vehicles for implementing our goals and 
objectives and for engaging all interested members to have a stake in the future of the association. 
If you would like to join one of these, please contact the committee chair by email.  

 
Signature Event: Develop and implement 
major,annual fundraising event 
Jim Bocci, Chair (kimobocci@yahoo.com) 
Carlo Mannocci 
Jim Francesconi 
Rick Potestio 
Frank Piacentini 
Angelo Carrella 
Ed Fererra 
 

Membership: Develop membership benefits and 
organize annual membership drive 
Cathey Briggs, Chair (catbriggs2@ahoo.com) 
Andrea Bartoloni 
Sally Hudson 
Carlo Mannocci 
 
 

Cultural and Educational Exchange: Actively 
pursue cultural and educational exchange 
opportunities. 
Kathie Ketcheson, CoChair (ketchesonk@pdx.edu) 
Angela Zagarella, CoChair (bologna@pdx.edu) 
Amy Miller Dowell 
 

Economic Development:  Develop business 
opportunities between the two cities. 
Don Mazziotti, Chair (donm@harsch.com) 
Gianna Lupo 
Andrea Bartoloni 

 
 
 
VOLUNTEERING: 
Aside from joining a committee, there are lots of other opportunities to volunteer such as: 

 Managing our contact database  
 Managing volunteers  
 Researching grants for cultural or Italian language exchange 
 Starting a social committee  
 Sending out member packet 

Or, come up with your own idea of how to help; we’re all ears! 
 
Grazie mille to two recent volunteers: Ayn Hotchkiss for her research on sister cities, which 
helped provide some context and “best practices” research for our board retreat, and Courtney 
Rueter, who has been helping bring our member database up to date.  
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GREAT NEWS FROM PSU 
 
Eccola! It has finally happened. Thanks to the efforts of the Italian Circle of Friends, spear-
headed by PBSCA Honorary Board Members Karen Tosi and Gary Maffei, and the support of 
Marvin Kaiser, Dean of the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences at PSU, the Department of 
Foreign Languages and Literatures has just hired a tenure-track professor to enhance the Italian 
language offerings at PSU and develop an Italian Studies Program.  
 
After a search that eventually led to a final three candidates, the winning vote went to Dr. Silvia 
Boero. Dr. Boero is a native of Genoa who has most recently been a Visiting Professor of Italian 
at Duke University. She received her Ph.D. in Romance Languages from the University of North 
Carolina at Chapel Hill and her M.A. in Comparative Literature and Visual Culture from 
Purdue University where her thesis was “Art as a Sign of Dissent: The Case of Sculptor Eugenio 
Baroni in Fascist Genova. Undergraduate work in Education and Sociology was completed at 
the Universita’ di Genova. 
 
With broad interests in language, culture, and women’s studies and ongoing and strong ties to 
Italy, Dr. Boero promises to bring new energy and breadth to PSU’s Italian offerings as well as 
leadership in bringing together an interdisciplinary program in Italian Studies. Because this 
position is being funded by both the Italian Circle of Friends and PSU, Dr. Boero’s focus will 
extend beyond the classroom to community involvement and outreach.  
 
Dr. Boero will be moving to Portland with her husband, who is a sculptor, this summer. We 
hope to formally welcome her once she settles in. 
 
 
BEHIND THE CIRCLE OF ITALIAN FRIENDS: KAREN TOSI AND GARY MAFFEI 
 
Gary Maffei and Karen Tosi are as close as siblings. After all, their parents were such good 
friends that they were in each others’ wedding parties. As small children, Karen and Gary were 
neighbors in Old South Portland, where many of Portland’s Italian American community 
settled. Their Italian fathers were best friends who, even in their eighties, would still take the 
bus downtown together for their walk. Their households were infused with Italian culture and 
values of hard work and sacrifice, honor and respect.  
 
As was often the case with first generation Italian Americans, neither Gary nor Karen became 
fluent in Italian—partly because of pressure to assimilate into American culture and partly 
because even among Italian immigrants there was not a shared language … dialects specific to a 
particular town made it nearly impossible to understand Italians from a different town. Still, 
Gary and Karen’s memories are full of Italian expressions and cadences that are part of their 
shared history.  
 
For nearly 20 years, the Italian Studies Program at PSU was funded by community leader Harry 
Merlo. Finally, about seven years ago, Harry made the difficult decision to discontinue his 
support, wondering, “Is there no one else from the Italian community in Portland able and 
willing to support this program?” Gary, who is the Director of the Merlo Foundation, 
remembers talking with Karen about the implications of losing Italian Studies at PSU. Karen 
explains that, “It was not acceptable to let the program go. Finding a way to keep it was a way 
to honor my parents and my heritage. And with yet another generation, we didn’t want them to 
forget that culture.” Gary added, “As we grew up we saw our parents struggle to do what they 
could for us. I felt like I needed to give something back. Remembering my parents’ heritage is a 
way to do that.”  
 
They were determined to rally support from the broader Italian community in Portland. In 1998, 
they formally launched the “Italian Circle of Friends.” To belong to the Circle, donors had to 
commit to a $1,000 annual pledge for 5 years. Starting out with a series of hosted dinners at 
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local restaurants, Gary and Karen presented their case to friends and acquaintances; they were 
right in assuming many felt as they did about honoring their parents and their heritage and they 
stepped up to the plate. Today, some of these initial donors have gone on to pledge a second 
$5,000. Others have given single donations when they could. When Karen’s father passed away 
in 2006, she requested donations in Joseph Tosi’s memory to the Italian Circle of Friends. By 
2005, the Italian Studies Endowment fund with contributions from the Circle of Friends totaled 
nearly $100,000.   
 
In honor of the Circle’s hard work and to jumpstart the hiring of a professor of Italian, in 
October 2005, Marvin Kaiser, Dean of the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences, proposed that 
the College partner with the Circle of Friends to fund the position by fall 2007. Dean Kaiser 
committed to this partnership for three years, after which the College would assume full 
support of the position. The Circle of Friends would continue to fundraise toward a second 
professorship. With the Circle’s blessing, recruitment started last fall and Dr. Silvia Boero, who 
has just accepted the position, will be on board by this fall. She has already met with Gary and 
Karen to discuss community outreach and involvement.  
 
Gary and Karen’s dedication to the Italian Program at PSU has not only been successful, it has 
brought them even closer together. It has been a labor of love and a celebration of friendship … 
and their parents would be very proud.  
 
And Harry Merlo? Not only did he support the program all those years, he challenged the 
Italian community, which, with Gary and Karen’s leadership, finally rose to the occasion. With 
the Circle of Friends, we’ve come full circle. 
 
 
NEW ITALIAN COURSE AT PSU: 
IT 399    Italian Culture, Monday, Wednesday, and Friday 11.30-12.35 
Instructor : Angela Zagarella 
 
This course, taught in English, looks at Italy today through a variety of perspectives. It 
considers the influence of a broad range of subjects such as geography, historical and political 
events, media, religion and gender on modern Italian culture. In addition it explores issues of 
national identity, linguistic pluralism, corruption and immigration as well as Italian culinary 
tradition, fashion and popular music. Film screening and guest speakers will provide additional 
input and stimuli for lively class discussions. To register for class, visit 
http://www.pdx.edu/registration/register.html 
 
 
THE PBSCA HONORARY BOARD 
 
The PBSCA Honorary Board is comprised of community leaders who have supported the 
association and served on its active board; many were founding board members. We would like 
to take this opportunity to thank our Honorary Board Members for your continued involvement 
and for providing the foundation for us to go forward in achieving our goals—we rely on your 
experience, involvement in the community, professional relationships, and collective wisdom. 
  

Vic Alfonso, 
Melissa Babson 
Matt Bordonaro 
Joe D’Alessandro 
 

Sho Dozono  
Jim Francesconi 
Lucia Galizia 
Brad Hutton 
 

Connie Laslow 
Gary Maffei 
Marta Monetti 
Tom Moyer 
 

Cathy Rudd 
Gino Schettini 
Maria Smith 
Karen Tosi 
Tony Vecchio 
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MEMBERSHIP 

The Portland-Bologna Sister City Association is open to all Portland area 
residents interested in Italian culture who would like to help foster the 
relationship of the two cities.  
 
Amici  ($50 annual dues for individuals; $75 annual dues for families) are 
entitled to: 
 

• A membership packet with a membership card, information 
on the city of Bologna, and a set of Bologna postcards 

• Two PBSCA dinners at reduced cost to members 
• Two cultural events, free to members 
• First notice on additional events sponsored by PBSCA 
• Four newsletters a year 
• Invitation to the annual May open board meeting  
• Opportunities to become involved as part of association 

committees  
 
Of course, being a member never precludes contributions beyond 
annual fees!  “Bigga Shot” contributions levels include: 
Mercato ($250 annual gift): 
Amici benefits and display ad on our website/newsletter 
Nettuno ($500 annual gift): 
Amici and Mercato benefits plus a Bologna guidebook  
Piazza ($1,000 annual gift): 
Amici, Mercato, Nettuno benefits plus gift basket and all events free  
Portico ($2,500 annual gift): 
Amici, Mercato, Nettuno, Piazza benefits plus 2 dinner guest passes 
Torre ($5,000 annual gift): 
Amici, Mercato, Piazza, Portico benefits plus Bologna coffee table 
book 
All contributions are tax deductable 

 PBSCA 2006-2007 
The Executive Committee: 
Andrea Bartoloni, Chairman 
Richard Potestio, President 
Frank Piacentini , Vice President 
Angelo Carella, Treasurer 
Edward Ferrero, Legal Counsel 
Carlo Mannocci, Secretary 

Co-Executive Directors:  
Sally Hudson and Angela Zagarella 

The Board 
Jim Bocci 
Cathey Briggs 
Kathi Ketcheson 
Gianna Lupo 
Don Mazziotti 
Amy Miller Dowell 
George Passadore 
Foy Renfro 
Robert Stoll 
 
The Honorary Board 
Vic Alfonso               Marta Monetti 
Melissa Babson         Tom Moyer 
Joe D’Alessandro Cathy Rudd 
Sho Dozono Gino Schettini 
Jim Francesconi Maria Smith 
Lucia Galizia Karen Tosi 
Brad Hutton             Tony Vecchio 
Gary Maffei   
Special Thanks to Wells Fargo Bank 
 
PBSCA  
c/o Portland State University  
Dean’s Office, CLAS  
P.O. Box 751  
Portland, Oregon 97207-0751 
bologna@pdx.edu 

www.portland-bologna.org 
503.725.5255 or  503.725.9576  
Fax: 503.725.3444 

Please send newsletter contributions and 
comments to Sally Hudson 

 
To join, please cut here, fill out the membership coupon, and send to the PBSCA with your check. Grazie mille. 

 
 

Name: .....................................................................................................................................................................................  

Address: .......................................................................................................................................  
Phone: .............................................  fax: ....................................... email .....................................................................  
How do you prefer to receive the newsletter.    By mail     By email 

AMICI DI BOLOGNA    

 Individual Membership  $ 50.00   
 Family Membership   $ 75.00   
 Students   $ 30.00   

 
BIGGA SHOT CONTRIBUTION LEVELS 

   

Please make checks payable and mail back to: 

Portland-Bologna Sister City Association 
Portland State University  
Dean’s Office—CLAS  
P.O. Box 721 
Portland, Oregon 97207-0751 

 Mercato $ 250  Portico $ 2,500   
 Nettuno $ 500  Torre $ 5,000   
 Piazza $ 1,000 All contributions are tax deductible 

 


